Excellent Longstanding Service to Undergraduate Clinical Education 2020

• Do you have a long-serving member of staff who has been committed to teaching excellence and supported Leeds medical students over many years?

• Leeds School of Medicine wishes to recognise NHS clinical teachers & other NHS staff for their outstanding commitment.

• CLICK HERE for further information on how to apply. DEADLINE 31st July 2020.

For Enquires, please contact Dr Cait Dennis: C.Dennis@leeds.ac.uk
Winners of the Leeds School of Medicine Awards in 2019

Emma Storr was involved in medical undergraduate education for over 15 years and made a significant contribution to the development and delivery of primary care teaching at Leeds University. She was instrumental in setting up the new concept of SECO (safe and effective clinical outcomes) in which patients help the students to experience clinical practice in a holistic manner. Emma was an inspirational mentor for colleagues and provided exceptional pastoral support for many students through their time at medical school. She was a positive role model for both staff and students alike and her passion and commitment to education was evident.

Philip Townsend was a lead tutor with an excellent rapport with students which resulted in him receiving several ‘Green Cards’. He encouraged and supported the practice in taking on student nurse placements to enhance and broaden the teaching in practice. Dr Townsend would ensure that the students got a full overall view of General Practice life and helped the students to develop knowledge and skills with each individual.

Michael Scales started working as a GP in 1987 and became involved in the first wave of community undergraduate teaching in 1998. As a clinical lecturer Michael’s main responsibilities were with the Learning environment for our students. There is evidence that the programme Michael worked on improved the quality of teaching and student experience on clinical placements and was fundamental in retaining teaching practices. Michael also made a major contribution over the years to supporting students with academic difficulties and successful remediation of students repeating the year.

Gareth Davies was an enthusiastic and committed advocate for medical undergraduate education at Harrogate since he joined the trust in 1996. He had driven the development of the programme over the years and had been instrumental in innovative developments such as the introduction of the ward-based educators. Dr Davies embraced the introduction of the Physician’s Associate programme, devoting a great deal of time and effort into creating a successful placement experience for these students at Harrogate and became an integral part of the undergraduate experience at Harrogate.